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On the stability of multiscale models of dynamical symmetry breaking from
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We consider two classes of backgrounds of Type IIB supergravity obtained by wrapping D5-branes
on a two-cycle inside the conifold. The field theory dual exhibits confinement and, in addition, a
region in which the dynamics is walking, at least in the weak sense that the running of the coupling
is anomalously slow. We introduce quenched matter in the fundamental, modelled by probe D7-
branes which wrap an internal three-dimensional manifold and lie at the equator of the transverse
two-sphere. In the space spanned by the remaining internal angle and the radial coordinate the
branes admit two embeddings. The first one is U-shaped: the branes merge at some finite value of
the radius. The second one is disconnected and extends along the entire radial direction at fixed
angular separation. We interpret these two configurations as corresponding to chiral-symmetry
breaking and preserving phases, respectively.

We present a simple diagnostic tool to examine the classical stability of the embedding, based
on the concavity/convexity conditions for the relevant thermodynamic potentials. We use this
criterion to show that U-shaped probes that explore the walking region are unstable, hence providing
a dynamical origin for the tachyonic mode found in the literature. Whenever this occurs, the
disconnected solution becomes favored energetically. We find that in one of the two classes of
backgrounds the U-shaped embedding is always unstable, and thus never realised dynamically.
Consequently, these models cannot be used to describe chiral-symmetry breaking. In the second
category of solutions, our analysis reveals the presence of a first-order phase transition between
chiral-symmetry broken and restored phases. Interestingly, this is in the same class that contains a
parametrically light scalar in the spectrum of glueballs of the dual field theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The construction of viable (realistic and calculable) models of dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking, usually
referred to as technicolor (TC) [1, 2], is a notoriously difficult and challenging task. Luckily, nowadays we have a huge
body of experimental measurements guiding this process, thanks to precision electroweak tests, to high precision data
collected about rare decays mediated by flavor-changing neutral currents, and to the fact that the LHC experiments
ATLAS [3] and CMS [4] announced in 2012 the discovery of a new scalar particle with mass in the range of 125-126
GeV. This whole body of evidence suggests that if electroweak symmetry breaking is due to a new strongly-coupled in-
teraction, then the fundamental TC model, and its embedding in a theory of flavor via extended technicolor (ETC) [5],
must have some very special, unusual properties. In particular, the strongly-coupled model cannot be some simple
generalization of a QCD-like theory, because it must explain the large hierarchies of scales visible in experimentally
accessible observables. This suggests that the nature of the fundamental theory of electroweak symmetry breaking
should itself generate several parametrically separated dynamical scales.
Walking technicolor (WTC) [6] is such a special possibility. The fundamental reason why models of this class are

radically different from models inspired by QCD is that the dynamics is intrinsically multi-scale: within the range
of energies above the electroweak scale ΛW and below a new dynamical scale Λ∗ the theory is strongly coupled but
approximately scale invariant. As a consequence, large anomalous dimensions arise naturally, addressing the flavor
problem(s), while the presence of parametrically separated scales may be used to soften the problems with electroweak
precision tests such as the S and T parameters [7, 8]. A semi-realistic model is, for instance, developed and studied
in [9], making also use of important elements from [10]. Furthermore, already in the early papers on the subject [11]
it was suggested that such models might contain an anomalously light scalar particle in their spectrum. This particle
is usually referred to as dilaton, to stress the fact that its comparatively light mass and the special properties of its
leading-order couplings can be explained in terms of the spontaneous breaking of scale invariance.
Field-theoretical and phenomenological studies of the dilaton are the subject of a vast literature [12–17]. The general

consensus is that a clear systematic understanding of what specific models give rise to a light dilaton is still under
development. Nevertheless, such a particle might coincide with the Higgs resonance discovered at the LHC, because
the main properties of the Higgs particle are due to the fact that it is itself a dilaton (although elementary, and arising
from a weakly-coupled theory of electroweak symmetry breaking). Due to the intrinsic conceptual and technical
limitations of analytical field-theory tools applied to such a non-trivial strongly-coupled system, other techniques,
more suited to study non-perturbative physics, are needed. On the numerical side, lattice studies made significant
progress in recent years (see for example [18]).
On the analytical side, a powerful tool for studying strongly-coupled field theories makes use of gauge/gravity

dualities, arising in the context of string theory [19, 20]. This allows to examine non-trivial phenomena such as
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confinement and chiral symmetry breaking. The first step in this direction requires to find classical solutions in the
low energy (supergravity) limit of string or M-theory. The ansatz for the metric is a (warped) product of an internal
compact five-dimensional manifold and a non-compact five-dimensional space. Four of the non-compact dimensions
xµ are identified with the Minkowski space. The fifth non-compact dimension ρ is related to the renormalization
scale of the dual field theory. Such a background can describe a confining field theory provided the geometry closes
smoothly at some finite value ρ0 of the radial direction. The bulk dynamics is controlled by a set of fields that are
allowed to propagate in the ten-dimensional space. The field theory data is then recovered by assuming that the
boundary values of the bulk fields (at ρ → +∞) act as sources (or VEVs) of local operators. In this sense, the dual
field theory lives at the UV boundary of the non-compact space. One can use this setup to compute correlation
functions by implementing holographic renormalization [21].

This procedure can be generalized to the study of non-local operators in the field theory by considering the bulk
dynamics of extended objects, usually treated in probe approximation. Wilson loops in the gauge theory can be
examined by allowing a probe open string, with end-points on a Dp-brane at the UV boundary, to explore the bulk
geometry. In this way, one can recover highly non-trivial results, such as the static quark-antiquark potential both in
the case of conformal [22] and confining [23] field theories. Chiral symmetry breaking can be studied in a somewhat
similar manner by letting a stack of Nf Dp-branes probe the geometry [24]. One looks for configurations that admit
classically stable U-shaped embeddings such that the probes extend from the UV boundary down to some finite value
of the radial direction ρ̂o > ρ0, and then turn back towards the UV. The theory living on the stack of branes has
naturally a U(Nf ) symmetry, but since the U-shape embedding is a double covering of the radial direction, effectively
one finds a U(Nf )L × U(Nf )R symmetry. However, given that the two branches of the embedding merge smoothly
at ρ̂o, the dynamics realizes linearly only the diagonal U(Nf )V . The result is a strongly coupled model in which the
breaking U(Nf )L × U(Nf )R → U(Nf )V is taking place. The turning point ρ̂o of the embedding sets the scale of
chiral symmetry breaking. This idea has been proposed and successfully studied in [25], who considered the Type
IIA background of [23], allowing D8 branes to extend in the Minkowski directions and wrap an internal S4. It was
found that a U-shaped embedding exists in the remaining two-dimensional surface described by the radial direction
together with an internal S1.

The ultimate goal of this programwould be to understand the dynamics of QCD and QCD-like models. Nevertheless,
it is very natural to use the same tools with other strongly coupled, confining theories that undergo the phenomenon
of chiral symmetry breaking. The obvious application is technicolor. Early attempts at generalizing the procedure of
Sakai and Sugimoto to various different contexts focused on the precision physics observables of the dual technicolor
theory [26]. Unfortunately, they were met with somewhat disappointing results: while the procedure works, and
overall the phenomenology is qualitatively as expected, precision electroweak parameters, in particular S, tend to be
too big for a realistic model of the electroweak theory.

The problem with the models in [26] can be traced back to the fact that the backgrounds considered are the duals
of theories rather similar to QCD. In particular, there is only one dynamical scale. Seen under this light, the results
of [26] yield a comforting assessment of the whole holographic approach: the dual gravity description of technicolor
models in which all the non-perturbative phenomena are controlled by one dynamically generated scale gives large
results for precision electroweak observables, in agreement with the field theory expectations. As we already stated,
in order for electroweak precision tests to be met successfully one needs a non-trivial technicolor model in which the
dynamics is intrinsically multi-scale. The next logical step is hence to look for (super)gravity backgrounds whose dual
exhibits the crucial multi-scale nature required by a realistic technicolor model, and then repeat the exercise of Sakai
and Sugimoto by finding appropriate embeddings of Dp branes in these new backgrounds.

Starting with [27], the search for such multi-scale supergravity backgrounds has to large extent been focused on
the conifold and its variations [28]. This is a particularly appealing context, because many well studied supergravity
solutions have been found within this framework [29–33], which is well understood. Indeed, all these backgrounds
are different solutions to the equations of Type IIB within the Papadopoulos–Tseytlin ansatz [34], which recently has
been shown to be a subtruncation of a more general supersymmetric consistent truncation on T 1,1, the base of the
conifold [35].

In [27], the first class of solutions of direct relevance to the present paper was found, by making use of the tools
developed in [36]. These solutions exhibit, besides the confinement scale ρ0 at the end-of-space of the geometry, a
second, parametrically larger dynamical scale ρ∗ > ρ0. With some abuse of language, solutions of this type will,
in the following, be referred to as walking, because, by adopting a specific definition for the dual gauge coupling
borrowed from [37], the resulting running is very slow over a finite energy interval below the scale corresponding to
ρ∗. Subsequently, several different but related classes of walking solutions were found [38–40]. It has been shown
that confinement can be described in the familiar way also for walking solutions [39], although a highly non-trivial
phenomenon similar to a phase transition takes place in the presence of a walking region. It has been found that an
anomalously light scalar is present in the spectrum of some of these models [38, 41] by studying the fluctuations of
the truncated five-dimensional sigma-model with the formalism developed in [42]. Finally, there are backgrounds of
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this type not only in the restricted context of the wrapped-D5 system as in [27], but also in the generalizations of
the Klebanov-Strassler system to the baryonic branch [40]. This made it possible to perform a sensible field-theory
analysis by using the results, ideas and techniques in [43–47].
These developments did not go unnoticed to [48], who reopened the case for computing the S-parameter in the

supergravity dual of a multi-scale dynamical model. The background considered in [48] is the one in [27]. The proposal
is to use a specific embedding of probe D7 branes that wrap an internal three-dimensional manifold. Interestingly,
in [49] it was found that models of electroweak symmetry breaking based on this construction admit regions of
parameter space in which the S parameter is finite, positive and small. Furthermore, smallness of S is related to
the separation between the scales responsible for confinement and chiral symmetry breaking. The idea that chiral
symmetry breaking could happen at a scale that does not coincide with the scale of confinement is a comparatively
old one [50] and has been explored for many different reasons. If it were true that we have now a concrete realization
of this idea in the context of gauge/gravity dualities, and that it leads to a suppression of precision electroweak
observables, this in turns would be a very major conceptual and practical breakthrough.
The embedding suggested in [48] is however not the result of a systematic study of what type of configurations are

admitted by the background. In its beautiful simplicity, it leaves open the question of whether such embedding is
actually stable. Such question has been addressed in [51, 52], where the spectrum of fluctuations has been studied.
The result is that while most of the fluctuating modes are healthy, there is a tachyon in the spectrum [52], hence
signalling a pathology in the system (see [53] for a critical discussion of the nature of such state).
The first result of this paper is a simple and elegant way of assessing wether a given embedding is perturbatively

stable or not, without having to perform the heavy task of explicitly computing the spectrum of fluctuations as
in [51–53] (for another work along the same direction see [54]). This criterium can be obtained as the consequence of
a concavity condition similar to the ones encountered for thermodynamic potentials, as we argue using a convenient
analogy. When applied to the conifold backgrounds of interest, our diagnostic tool uncovers an instability as soon
as the U-shaped probes wander through the walking region. Pushing further the thermodynamic analogy, one must
wonder about the fate of the system as it reaches the instability and, in particular, if there is a different configuration
of branes that takes over the U-shaped one as it becomes unstable.
Indeed, we will see that there is an alternative solution in which the branes extend along the entire radial direction

and lie at a fixed angular separation in the transverse space. Since, contrary to the U-shaped case, the branes do not
merge, this other arrangement is expected to preserve chiral symmetry. Using energetic arguments, we will show that
this disconnected configuration is preferred whenever the connected one becomes unstable. For the geometries probed
in [48] this gives a natural dynamical origin to the tachyon in the spectrum, as the brane configuration considered
is not a minimum of the action. Furthermore, for a different family of backgrounds that we will detail, one comes
upon a first order transition between chiral-symmetry breaking and preserving phases. The control parameter is the
asymptotic angular separation of the branes, which is expected to characterize how the fundamental matter is coupled
to the adjoint content already present.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we summarize the main features of a large class of solutions to the

BPS equations describing D5-branes wrapping a two-cycle inside the conifold. These solutions will be the subject
of the rest of the paper. In Section III we introduce the general formalism used to solve the equations of motion,
in probe approximation, of an extended object living in a fixed background geometry. We summarize a few useful
results and, using a thermodynamic analogy, derive a neat criterion for stability of a given embedding. Section IV
is the main body of the paper: we apply this criterion to the D7-brane embedding proposed in [48], considering the
backgrounds of Section II. We find that U-shaped branes probing the walking region are unstable, and propose, on
energetic grounds, that a different, disconnected configuration takes their place. In Section V we discuss our main
results, compare them to the literature, and highlight further possible lines of inquiry.

II. A CLASS OF SOLUTIONS TO TYPE IIB.

In this section we review and summarise results that have been derived elsewhere, classifying and reorganizing
a large class of solutions to the BPS equations of the reduction of Type IIB supergravity on T 1,1 (the base of the
conifold). In the process, we fix the notation used throughout the paper and clarify the geometric differences between
the various classes of backgrounds of interest.

A. The wrapped-D5 system.

All the solutions that will be discussed can be obtained from what is referred to as the wrapped-D5 system. This
is the geometry produced by the strong-coupling limit of a stack of Nc D5-branes wrapping an S2 inside T 1,1 and
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extending in the Minkowski directions xµ located at the tip of the conifold [32, 36]. The system we start with is a
truncation of Type IIB supergravity which includes only gravity, the dilaton Φ and the RR three-form F3. We define
the following vielbein:

e1 = − sin θ dφ , (1)

e2 = dθ , (2)

e3 = cosψ sin θ̃ dφ̃− sinψ dθ̃ , (3)

e4 = sinψ sin θ̃ dφ̃+ cosψ dθ̃ , (4)

e5 = dψ + cos θ dφ+ cos θ̃ dφ̃ , (5)

where the range of the five angles spanning the internal space is 0 ≤ θ , θ̃ < π , 0 ≤ φ , φ̃ < 2π , 0 ≤ ψ < 4π. We
assume that the functions appearing in the background depend only the radial coordinate ρ. The ansatz for the metric
in Einstein frame takes the form

ds2E = α′gs e
Φ/2

[

(α′gs)
−1dx21,3 + ds26

]

,

ds26 = e2kdρ2 + e2h(e21 + e22) +
e2g

4

(

(e3 + a e1)
2 + (e4 + a e2)

2
)

+
e2k

4
e25 . (6)

When a = 0, it is easy to identify the internal metric as a U(1) fibration (with fiber coordinate ψ in e5) over S
2 × S2.

Notice that in addition, the difference of warp factors g − h breaks the Z2 symmetry that interchanges the spheres.
This metric is supported by a non-vanishing F3, the particular form of which will be of no use in this paper and

can be found for instance in [36]. The full background is then determined by solving the BPS equations for the
warp factors and the dilaton as a function of the radial direction ρ. From here on we set α′gs = 1 and as usual the

string-frame metric is given by ds2 = e
Φ

2 ds2E .
The system of equations derived using this ansatz can be rearranged in terms of a more convenient set of functions

as in [36]:

4 e2h =
P 2 −Q2

P cosh τ −Q
, e2g = P cosh τ −Q, e2k = 4 Y , a =

P sinh τ

P cosh τ −Q
. (7)

Various combinations of the BPS equations can be integrated in closed form, so that the system reduces to a single
decoupled second-order equation for the function P (ρ) that reads

P ′′ + P ′

(P ′ +Q′

P −Q
+
P ′ −Q′

P +Q
− 4 coth(2ρ− 2ρ0)

)

= 0. (8)

The rest of the functions are obtained from it as follows:

Q = (Q0 +Nc) cosh τ +Nc (2ρ cosh τ − 1) , Y = P ′

8 ,

e4Φ = e4Φ0 cosh(2ρ0)
2

(P 2−Q2)Y sinh2 τ
, cosh τ = coth(2ρ− 2ρ0) .

(9)

We will refer to Eq. (8) as the master equation: this is the only non-trivial differential equation that needs to be
solved in order to generate the large class of solutions we are interested in. We will always take the end of space at
ρ0 = 0, which amounts to setting to unity the dynamical scale in terms of which all other dimensionful parameters
will be measured. Also, in order to avoid a nasty singularity in the IR we fine-tune Q0 = −Nc.
From the set of integration constants, we have adjusted ρ0 and Q0 to special choices. We could also remove a third

one from the dilaton, Φ0, which can always be reabsorbed into the definition of α′gs. For later convenience, we do no
perform this rescaling: the general solution will depend explicitly on Φ0, in spite of the fact that solutions that differ
only by this parameter are (at the semi-classical level) dynamically equivalent. The final two integration constants
appear in the solutions to the master equation, for which we require only that the function P be regular for any ρ ≥ 0,
hence defining a two-parameter class of solutions to the wrapped-D5 system.

B. Classification of possible solutions.

The master equation is non-linear and, even setting Q0 = −Nc, it has an inherent tendency towards producing
bad singularities (see the denominators in the equation itself). Besides, smoothness of P does not ensure that the
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background is free of singularities, because at the end of space in the IR (ρ → 0) some of the functions in the
ten-dimensional ansatz may diverge or vanish. Hence, looking for regular solutions is an intricate task.
Nevertheless, it turns out that all the possible solutions for which the function P is regular can be very roughly

approximated by the following expression

P ≃ Pa ≡ sup
{

c0 , 2Ncρ , 3c+e
4ρ

3

}

, (10)

where c+ ≥ 0 and c0 ≥ 0 are two integration constants. One reason why the approximation is rough is that the actual
solutions are smooth functions, while Eq. (10) is not differentiable. Yet, it serves for illustrational purposes in the
context of this paper. Effectively, Pa is constructed in such a way as to ensure that both P and P ′ be monotonically
non-decreasing, and that for any ρ ≥ 0 one has P > Q. The combination of these requirements ensures that the
solution for P is well-defined everywhere.
All the regular solutions for P are either of this form, or can be obtained via a limiting procedure from Pa. It is

instructive to look at special cases and present some examples. The most noted solution, and the only one that can
be written in closed form, is the linear-dilaton background of [32]:

P = P̂ ≡ 2Nc ρ . (11)

Besides being known analytically, it also has the striking property that any other solution P obeys P > P̂ for every
possible ρ > 0. In this solution the dilaton Φ grows indefinitely in the UV.
A second interesting case is when c0 = 0 and c+ is positive, so that the solution is always dominated by the

exponential growth in the UV. By inspection, it turns out that Pa is not an accurate approximation very close to the
IR end-of-space, where the expansion is rather (see [36, 46] for details):

Pℓ = h1ρ +
4h1
15

(

1− 4N2
c

h21

)

ρ3 +
16h1
525

(

1− 4N2
c

3h21
− 32N4

c

3h41

)

ρ5 + O(ρ7) , (12)

with the constant h1 ≥ 2Nc. This IR expansion holds for all solutions in which c0 = 0. Unfortunately, the relation
between h1 and c+ is not known in closed form. Lastly, notice that the value h1 = 2Nc reproduces the Maldacena–

Nuñez background given by P̂ above.
On the other hand, if c0 6= 0 we can write the IR expansion as

Pc = c0 + k3c0ρ
3 +

4

5
k3c0ρ

5 − k23c0ρ
6 +

16(2c20k3 − 5k3N
2
c )

105c0
ρ7 + O(ρ8) , (13)

where now c0 and k3 are the free parameters. Again, the relation between k3 and c+ is not known analytically.
Solutions in this class are more general. Notice that this parametrization has to be used with caution: for small
enough values of k3, one expects that at some value of ρ the solution will become smaller that P̂ , yielding a bad
singularity. Hence there exists a minimum allowed value of k3, which depends on c0.
Finally, it is useful to write explicitly the UV expansion. As we said, the solution for P cannot asymptote to a

constant. If the solution asymptotes to a linear P , then the dilaton would diverge also linearly, as in [32]. In the
following we only need the expansion obtained in the case where P grows exponentially at arbitrarily large values of
the radial coordinate [36]:

PUV = 3c+e
4ρ/3 + 4

N2
c

3c+

(

ρ2 − ρ+
13

16

)

e−4ρ/3 −
(

8c+ρ+
c−

192c2+

)

e−8ρ/3 + O(e−4ρ) , (14)

where now the constant c− is related to c0, the particular form of the relation not known in closed form.
The generic solution will start in the IR with constant P , followed by a region where P is linear in ρ, eventually

succeeded by an exponential growth. One or more of these sectors might not be present, depending on the value of
the integration constants in the particular solution.
Let us remind the reader about what is known of these distinct regions and what is happening in the dual field

theory. A background quantity that will turn out to be of great importance in the analysis is the following, for which
we borrow the notation of [55]:

M1 ≡ 4e2h−2g + a2 − 1 =
2Q

P coth(2ρ)−Q
. (15)

ForM1 = 0 the BPS equations (and the background solutions) exhibit the Z2 symmetry characteristic of the Klebanov-
Strassler system. On the contrary, this quantity is non-trivial along the baryonic branch, as well as in all the solutions
of the wrapped-D5 system.
For simplicity, in this approximate analysis (but not in the following sections) we set a = 0. This means that the

discussion in the rest of this section does not apply in the region near the end of space. Physically, in the dual theory
we will be ignoring the formation of the gaugino condensate. We focus our attention on the metric.
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1. Region with exponential P

Keeping only the leading-order term of the solution in the far UV, controlled by c+, we find

P ≃ 3 c+ e
4

3
(ρ−ρ∗) , ∂ρP ≃ 4 c+ e

4

3
(ρ−ρ∗) , (16)

where ρ∗ is the value of the radial direction above which this approximation is good. The metric becomes

ds2 ≃ dx21,3 +
3

4
c+ e

4

3
(ρ−ρ∗)

(

8

3
dρ2 + e21 + e22 + e23 + e24 +

2

3
e25

)

. (17)

In this expression we see explicitly the form of the natural metric defining T 1,1, the base of the conifold. Indeed, by
changing radial coordinate according to e

4

3
ρ = r2 it is easy to see that Eq. (17) is the direct product of four-dimensional

Minkowski space and the conifold itself. In this case, the physics is dominated in the far UV by the insertion of a
dimension eight operator in the dual field theory [47]. As such, backgrounds with this asymptotic behavior are to be
understood as the gravity duals of UV-incomplete field theories.
Nevertheless, as explained for instance in [40], the rotation procedure of [44] allows us to construct explicitly the

gravity dual of the partial UV-completion of such field theory. By rotating, the higher-dimensional operator is replaced
by an enlarged gauge group (namely, the fact that F5 and B2 are non-trivial in the rotated case translates into the dual
field theory having a two-site quiver rather than a simple gauge group). Let us give some details of this procedure.
The dilaton is

e4Φ ≃ 1 − 2e−4ρ + O(e−8ρ) , (18)

where we set the integration constant Φ0 so that Φ∞ = 0. Using the formulas in [40], one can tune the rotation in
such a way as to cancel the dimension eight operator from the UV expansion of the rotated background functions. In
this instance, the metric is given approximately by

ds2 = e2ρdx21,3 +
3

4
c+ e

−
4

3
ρ∗ e−

2

3
ρ

(

8

3
dρ2 + e21 + e22 + e23 + e24 +

2

3
e25

)

. (19)

Again, in the radial coordinate e
4

3
ρ = r2 one can see explicitly that this metric is of the form of a D3-brane

ds2 = ĥ−1/2 dx21,3 + ĥ1/2 ds26 (20)

where the warp factor is ĥ ∼ r−6 and the transverse space ds26 is once more the conifold. An important point is
that since we neglected the function Q, we are effectively disregarding the effects of the non-trivial F3. Hence we
are missing with this rough approximation an important correction: the fact that the metric represents the dual of a
cascading field theory, as in the Klebanov-Strassler background and the baryonic branch. Nevertheless, the important
piece of information for the purposes of this paper is that the internal metric is the one of T 1,1. Notice also that the
metric is not AdS, even if we neglect the contribution of the three-form, and non-vanishing F5 is generated through
the rotation.

2. Region with linear P .

In the range where P is linear, the following approximations hold

P ≃ 2Nc ρ , ∂ρP ≃ 2Nc . (21)

In this region the most important effect in the dual field theory is the baryonic VEV, a dimension two condensate, as
can be seen by the fact that M1 is not suppressed. In this case, the metric takes the form

ds2 = eΦ
[

dx21,3 + Ncdρ
2 + Nc ρ

(

e21 + e22

)

+
Nc

4

(

e23 + e24

)

+
Nc

4
e25

]

. (22)

Now the Z2 symmetry of the T 1,1 is broken, in the sense that the two S2 described by (θ, φ) and (θ̃, φ̃), having different
warp factors, cannot be interchanged. This is a direct consequence of the presence of the baryonic VEV.
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3. Region with constant P .

Let us focus our attention in the region where P ≃ c0 ≫ 2Ncρ. In this case Φ is approximately constant. A brutal
way of treating this system is to set Nc = 0 = Q in the equations, in such a way that Φ = 0 is a solution. We can
thus take

P = c0

(

1 + e4(ρ−ρ∗)
)1/3

≃ c0 , ∂ρP ≃ 4

3
c0 e

4(ρ−ρ∗) , (23)

with ρ∗ the scale at which the exponential behavior of P finally shows up. All the forms are trivial, and the only
non-trivial background function is the metric. In this limit it can be approximated by:

ds2 = dx21,3 +
c0
4

(

e21 + e22 + e23 + e24

)

+
2

3
c0 e

4(ρ−ρ∗)

(

dρ2 +
1

4
e25

)

. (24)

One can see that now the four-dimensional space described by θ, θ̃, φ and φ̃ is blowing up towards the IR. This
kind of backgrounds have been discussed in various contexts, besides the one of direct interest for this paper (see for
instance [56, 57]).
The field theory analysis suggests that the dynamics in this region is dominated by the presence of a large condensate

for an operator of dimension six. The fact we want to highlight is that in this region once again the Z2 symmetry is
preserved, since the effect of M1 is suppressed.

III. PROBING THE GEOMETRY: GENERAL RESULTS.

In this section we present the general formalism with which we will study the brane probes. The basic setup we
want to investigate is the following. Suppose one has an extended object (a string or a brane) that is treated as a
probe and assume that there are only two coordinates for which the embedding is determined dynamically. One of
these will be the radial coordinate ρ and let us refer to the other as x. We can parameterize the one-dimensional
profile of the probe in the (ρ, x) plane in terms of a single variable σ as x = x(σ) and ρ = ρ(σ). The class of actions
that we will consider reads

S =
T

2πα′

∫

dσ
√

F 2x′ 2 +G2ρ′ 2 , (25)

where the prime refers to derivatives with respect to σ and T is some constant. The functions F and G depend in
general on the radial coordinate but not explicitly on x. In particular, this means that x′ = 0 is a solution of its own
equation of motion, derived from this action.
The form of the action (25) is the strongest assumption we are going to make. For the system to be described by

it, one may need for instance the Wess–Zumino term to vanish, and/or some other embedding coordinate to be fixed
dynamically. Both criteria are met in the class of embeddings we are interested in. Once we have an action that
reduces to Eq. (25), all the analysis we are going to present applies, independently of the nature of the probe and the
background it explores.
From the classical equations of motion one would like to find solutions for which the probe has a U -shaped form

in the (ρ, x) plane, reaching out at ρ → +∞. The profile is then dictated by the minimum value ρ̂o reached by the
probe in the interior of the geometry.
In order to solve the equations, we make use of parameterisation invariance to set σ = ρ, noticing that there must

be two branches. Let us define the following quantity:

V 2
eff(ρ, ρ̂o) ≡ F 2(ρ)

F 2(ρ̂o)G2(ρ)

(

F 2(ρ)− F 2(ρ̂o)
)

, (26)

in terms of which the separation along the x direction between the end-points of the probe at ρ = +∞ and its explicit
shape are given respectively by

L(ρ̂o) = 2

∫ ρU

ρ̂o

dρ̃
1

Veff(ρ̃, ρ̂o)
, (27)

x(ρ, ρ̂o) =















L
2 −

∫ ρ

ρ̂o

dρ̃ 1
Veff (ρ̃,ρ̂o)

, (x < L
2 )

L
2 +

∫ ρ

ρ̂o

dρ̃ 1
Veff (ρ̃,ρ̂o)

, (x > L
2 )

(28)
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The definition of the effective potential (26) is motivated by the form of the equations of motion, which reduce to
∂ρ/∂x = ±Veff , as shown for instance in [39]. Furthermore, the total energy of the configuration is

E(ρ̂o) = 2

∫ ρU

ρ̂o

dρ̃

√

F 2(ρ̃)G2(ρ̃)

F 2(ρ̃)− F 2(ρ̂o)
, (29)

obtained by replacing the classical solutions, with the ansatz ρ = σ, into the action. Notice that in general there is a
UV divergence, so we used a fixed regulator ρU. The physical results are expected to be independent of ρU, thus we
may be required to subtract a divergence, since it is understood that eventually one has to take the limit ρU → +∞.

The function x is the actual solution to the classical equations derived from S. It can be a complicated function
of ρ and ρ̂0, depending on the background one considers. In particular, it is possible that L(ρ̂o) turns out not to be
monotonic. If this is the case, then one finds a peculiar situation: there will be several solutions, characterized by
different values of ρ̂o, for which L is the same, but in general E is not. This means that the energy, as a function of
the separation, would be multivalued.

Here enters the crucial point we will make use of in the following. In the spirit of holography, the field theory data
is entirely encoded in the boundary values of the relevant functions probing the bulk. We can think of them as control
parameters. For instance, the separation L between the endpoints in the far UV is the field theory control parameter
for the problem at hand. Once the UV boundary conditions are specified, the whole configuration is then determined
by solving the appropriate equations in the bulk. However, in some situations various bulk configurations can satisfy
the same UV boundary conditions (control parameters). In this case one must evaluate the action on the various
classical solutions with the same L, and retain only the minimal action one. The other solutions may be realized as
metastable or unstable configurations. From now on, we refer to the minimal action configuration as stable and to
the others (if any exists) as unstable.

A closely related question is that of classical perturbative stability, that is, the absence of tachyons in the spectrum
of small fluctuations. Whilst it is clear that non-minimal action configurations are energetically disfavored, this does
not preclude them to be physically realized as a metastable state. Conversely, being the embedding with minimal
action does not ensure that the spectrum of fluctuations is entirely healthy.

A radial dependent quantity that plays a prominent role in determining perturbative stability of the embedding is

Z(ρ) ≡ ∂ρ

(

G(ρ)

∂ρF (ρ)

)

. (30)

We will derive this function and its efficacy in diagnosing (in)stabilities in the next section. For the time being, let
us summarize a set of necessary conditions that must be satisfied by the functions defined above, in order for the
embedding to exist.

• The function F (ρ) must be monotonically increasing. The reason for this requirement can be easily seen in the
definition of Veff , and how it enters in Eqs. (27)-(28). If F (ρ) is not monotonically increasing, there will exist
values of ρ̂o such that V 2

eff < 0. In particular, this might happen near the end of space, in the presence of a
singular behavior of the background geometry. In this instance, there are no classical solutions for the probes
which reach the end of space, but rather all possible profiles extend only down to a ρmin, defined so that F (ρ)
is monotonically increasing for ρ > ρmin.

• The effective potential Veff must be such that Veff → +∞ when ρ → +∞. The logic behind this condition is
that one aspires to interpret the way the probe joins at infinity in terms of a field theory quantity, and hence one
wants the separation L to converge when ρU → +∞. In this way L can be thought of as a control parameter in
the dual field theory.

• Classically stable solutions must have dL/dρ̂o ≤ 0. This is automatically true if Z ≤ 0. If on the contrary there
is a range in which Z > 0, there may be solutions that are perturbativley unstable, provided ρ̂o falls in that
region.

The advantage of considering Z should be clear: it is comparatively simple to compute, and if it becomes positive for
some value of the radial coordinate, the embedding turns out to be unstable in the vicinity of that region. Conversely,
if Z is negative semidefinite, the embedding of the probe with action (25) is stable. This is the criterion we will apply
in the following.
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A. Derivation of Z.

Let us show the origin of the function Z and its relation with instabilities. Some of the arguments discussed here
can be found also in [39, 58]. The starting point is the expression we wrote for L, for which we assume that L(ρ̂o) is
invertible, at least locally. We begin by rewriting

L = 2

∫ ρU

ρ̂o

dρ
G(ρ)

F (ρ)
K
[

F (ρ)

F (ρ̂o)

]

(31)

where the functional K is defined as

K[x] ≡ 1√
x2 − 1

. (32)

Given that ρ > ρ̂o and F is monotonically increasing, this is real and positive definite. After some algebra, which
involves integrations by parts where boundary terms must be retained, one can write the derivative of the separation
as

dL

dρ̂o
= 2 lim

ρU→+∞

∂ρF (ρ̂o)

F (ρ̂o)

{

− G(ρU)

∂ρF (ρU)
K
[

F (ρU)

F (ρ̂o)

]

+

∫ ρU

ρ̂o

dρK
[

F (ρ)

F (ρ̂o)

]

∂ρ

(

G(ρ)

∂ρF (ρ)

)}

. (33)

It can be seen by a change of variable ρ → logF that convergence at the upper limit of the integral in Eq. (27)
together with divergence of F implies that (Veff∂ρ log(F ))

−1 → 0 as ρ→ +∞. Under this condition (which is satisfied
in all cases relevant to gauge/gravity dualities) a rewriting of the first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (33) reveals
that it must vanish (see also [59]). In this way we obtain

dL

dρ̂o
= 2 lim

ρU→+∞

∂ρF (ρ̂o)

F (ρ̂o)

∫ ρU

ρ̂o

dρ K
[

F (ρ)

F (ρ̂o)

]

Z (ρ) . (34)

Notice that F > 0 by definition, and we already required it to be monotonically increasing, so ∂ρF > 0. As we said
K > 0 and thus we conclude that the sign of dL/dρ̂o is governed by Z. In particular, in order for dL/dρ̂o ≤ 0, a
sufficient condition is Z ≤ 0. On the contrary, if Z becomes positive in certain range, dL/dρ̂o can vanish or become
positive for some values of ρ̂o.
A similar exercise for E yields the exact relation

dE

dρ̂o
= F (ρ̂o)

dL

dρ̂o
. (35)

To understand the stability conditions of the system it is helpful to consider a thermodynamical analogy. One can
identify the function E with the Gibbs free energy G(p, T ), whose natural variable (the pressure p, since we work at
constant, vanishing temperature) corresponds to the control parameter L. In this way, equation (35) is simply the
statement

dG
dp

= V ≡ F (ρ̂o) ≥ 0 , (36)

that we recognize is positive definite as expected. Continuing with the simile, we know that the system will realize the
configuration with minimal free energy as a function of the volume at fixed pressure, meaning that we have to single
out the solution that minimizes E(ρ̂o). In addition, it is also well known that stability requires for G the concavity
condition

d2G
dp2

≤ 0 ⇔ dV

dp
≤ 0 (37)

that, using our dictionary, can be translated into dL/dρ̂o ≤ 0. As we already mentioned, this is verified if Z ≤ 0.
Together, the concavity relations (36) and (37) are the requirements needed for local stability and agree with two of
the conditions listed in the previous section. These coincide with the concavity conditions discussed in [59] for the
quark-antiquark potential, dual to a string probe whose action falls in the class (25).
In summary, we have presented strong evidence that Z ≤ 0 is a sufficient condition for stability of probe embeddings

described by an action of the form (25). Furthermore, in the examples we considered in detail, it turns out to be also
necessary. Per contra, for more general embeddings it is likely not to be sufficient. For instance, if the background
functions F and G depend on some of the internal angles, the embedding can have instabilities along those directions,
as in several examples discussed in [59]. The diagnostic tool Z would fail in detecting those symptoms.
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IV. (IN)STABILITY AND CHIRAL-SYMMETRY RESTORATION.

In this section, we apply the criterion we just developed to a special choice of D7 embedding in the class of
backgrounds discussed earlier in the paper. We will perform the calculations using the numerical solutions for the
background functions, but without approximations. Nevertheless, when useful we will refer to the approximate analysis
carried on earlier, in order to explain our results.

A. The D7 embedding in the wrapped-D5 system.

We start from the Type IIB backgrounds defined within the wrapped-D5 system and examine the embedding of
D7 branes in the probe approximation. We adopt an ansatz [48, 60, 61] according to which the D7 fills the four
Minkowski coordinates plus the radial direction, but also an internal three-dimensional manifold, which we choose to
be given by the coordinates θ̃, φ̃ and ψ.
The transverse space is spanned by the remaining two-sphere coordinates θ and φ. As shown in [60], it is consistent

to assume that their profile depends just on the embedding coordinate σ and not on the rest of the angles. The
only non-trivial form in the system is F3, so the action for the D7 branes reduces to the DBI part and we have to
solve the equations for the profile of ρ(σ), φ(σ) and θ(σ). The DBI action can be computed from the ten-dimensional
string-frame metric for the wrapped-D5 system with α′gs = 1, that reads

ds2 = eΦ
[

dx21,3 + e2kdρ2 + e2h(e21 + e22) +
e2g

4

(

(e4 + a e2)
2 + (e3 + a e1)

2
)

+
e2k

4
e25

]

, (38)

For the embedding described above, substituting the determinant of the induced metric into the DBI and performing
the integral over the angular variables we arrive to the action [48]

SD7 ∼
∫

d4xdσ
√

e4g+4k+6Φρ′ 2 + e4g+2k+2h+6Φ
(

θ′ 2 + sin2 θ φ′ 2
)

, (39)

where prime denotes derivatives with respect to σ and we have ommited an irrelevant constant. Notice that the SO(3)
symmetry of the sphere described by θ and φ is unbroken, hence the problem reduces essentially to find the geodesics
on the two-sphere. Among all the possible equivalent solutions it is convenient to study the configuration with θ = π

2 ,
as in [48, 60].
The crucial point is that once we fix a geodesic, the action falls into the class (25), where φ takes the role of the

arbitrary coordinate x, with the subtlety that the angle φ is bounded by construction (we will denote φ̄ the value of
the angular separation between the end-points of the embedding, which corresponds to L in the general discussion).
As a consequence, all the results of the previous section automatically apply, the background functions being

F 2 = e4g+2k+2h+6Φ , G2 = e4g+4k+6Φ . (40)

At this point, we can replace the expressions for the warp factors, in terms of the functions P and Q:

F 2 =

√
2 e6Φ0 sinh(2ρ)

√

P ′P 2 − P ′Q2
(Q+ P sinh(4ρ)−Q cosh(4ρ)) , (41)

G2 = 4
√
2P ′ 2 (Q sinh(2ρ)− P cosh(2ρ))2

e6Φ0 sinh(2ρ)

(P ′P 2 − P ′Q2)
3/2

. (42)

An important quantity is the asymptotic value of the function F in the IR, as this can be thought of as an effective
tension for the brane. Using the expansion (12), in the general wrapped-D5 case we find

FIR =
2× 23/4 e3Φ0

h
1/4
1

ρ

(

1 +
56N2

c − 60 h1Nc + 66 h21
45h21

ρ2
)

+O
(

ρ5
)

, (43)

where the Maldacena–Nuñez solution can be recovered by setting h1 = 2Nc. On the other hand, for walking
backgrounds we use the expansion (13), yielding

FIR =
2× 23/4

31/4
e3Φ0

(c0 k3)1/4
ρ1/2

(

1 +
4

3
ρ2 +

3 c0 k3 − 8Nc

6 c0
ρ3
)

+O
(

ρ9/2
)

. (44)

In both cases it is clear that, at the end-of-space, F (0) = 0 and thus the effective tension vanishes. This has decisive
repercussions for the type of embeddings we are allowed to consider.
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FIG. 1. The functions P (left panel), and M1 (right panel) for three examples of backgrounds in which P is linear for large ρ.

Remember that P̂ denotes the Maldacena–Nuñez solution.

B. Solutions with linear P .

We focus first on solutions to the wrapped-D5 system in which P and the dilaton are linear in the far UV. We show
in Fig. 1 three examples of backgrounds of this type. As we mentioned, this is a one-parameter class of solutions to
the master equation. The parameter can be chosen to be ρ∗, the scale below which P is approximately constant (the
walking region) and above which it is roughly linear. The presence of this scale is apparent in the quantities we plot.

The three curves correspond to the Maldacena–Nuñez background P̂ , and two solutions with ρ∗ ≃ 3 and ρ∗ ≃ 6.
We also show, in the right panel of Fig. 1, the baryonic VEV M1 defined in Eq. (15). Notice that in the walking

region M1 is suppressed with respect to the P̂ case, as a consequence of the fact that the presence of the VEV for the
six-dimensional operator is partially restoring the Z2 symmetry between the two S2 inside the T 1,1.
In Fig. 2 we display the functions Z(ρ) (left panel) and φ̄(ρ̂o), obtained for the same three examples as in Fig. 1.

For the background given by P̂ , we find that Z ≤ 0 for every ρ. The stability analysis introduced earlier tells us that
the embedding we are considering is stable, in the sense that we do not expect tachyonic excitations to exist. For
every possible choice of the control parameter φ̄ there exists a unique ρ̂o for which the U-shaped embedding satisfies
the UV boundary conditions.
In contrast, for the walking solutions the function Z becomes positive for ρ <∼ ρ∗, and hence we expect those

embeddings to be perturbatively unstable. Indeed, the function φ̄(ρ̂o) is not invertible: there exist two different
choices of ρ̂o corresponding to the same value of the control parameter φ̄, which means that only the one with
minimum energy is the classical configuration. Furthermore, for a finite value of ρ∗ there is a finite maximum value
φ̄m(ρ∗) < π of the control parameter above which the U-shaped embedding does not exist.
The existence of a maximum value of φ̄ opens another problem, i.e., what happens if we choose our control parameter

φ̄ > φ̄m(ρ∗). In order to answer this question, we must look at the shape of the embedding in the (ρ, φ)-plane, which
we show for a sample of choices of ρ̂o in Fig. 3. In the Maldacena–Nuñez background (left panel of Fig. 3), the
embedding is reminiscent of the Sakai–Sugimoto case. Embeddings that probe only the UV of the geometry realize
small values of φ̄, while for larger values of φ̄ the turning point of the embedding falls deeper in the IR, until the
antipodal configuration with φ̄ = π effectively reaches the end of the space. There is an important difference with
Sakai–Sugimoto though: since the transverse S2 does not shrink to zero size at the end of the geometry, the antipodal
configuration consists at ρ = 0 of an arc along the equator of the sphere. This is a significant fact, which we will
comment about later on. The essential point is that all of the embeddings in the P̂ background are completely smooth
and stable.
The situation for walking backgrounds (middle and right panel of Fig. 3) is notably different. As long as ρ̂o > ρ∗,

the embedding is equivalent to the P̂ case. On the contrary, when we choose ρ̂o < ρ∗, the shape of the embedding
changes in a significant way: not only is φ̄ becoming smaller, as seen also in the right panel of Fig. 2, but also a
non-trivial feature emerges at the turning point of the embedding. A similar property was highlighted in the study of
Wilson loops on the same backgrounds in [39]. For ρ̂o → 0 (and contrary to the case of the Wilson loop) the profile
degenerates into a cusp, the angular separation in the UV vanishes (φ̄ → 0), and effectively the embedding morphs
into two straight lines on top of each other in the (ρ, φ) plane.
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FIG. 2. For the three examples of backgrounds in Fig. 1, the function Z(ρ) (left panel) and the angular separation φ̄ as a
function of the turning-point ρ̂o. In the thermodynamic analogy, this second curve corresponds to the isothermal.

In practice, this means that what starts as a U-shaped, connected solution with finite angular separation φ̄ contin-
uously degenerates, for ρ̂o → 0, into a disconnected configuration in which there are two, independent embeddings.
This allows us to compare directly the energy of the connected configurations with disconnected ones, by which we
mean an embedding in which two independent D7-branes wrap the same internal and external portions of the space
and extend along the whole radial direction at fixed angles θ and φ. This class of solutions to the equation of motion is
sensible due to the vanishing of the tension F (ρ̂o) at the end of space, signaling that the compact space that the branes
wrap effectively collapses. We stress that the comparison between the energy of one U-shaped configuration and two
disconnected ones is made possible by the fact that the former degenerates into a special case of the latter (in which
φ is the same for the two branches), which allows to fix an otherwise undetermined overall additive constant. We also
emphasize that the legitimacy of this procedure rests ultimately on the fact that the brane becomes tensionless at the
end of space 1.
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FIG. 3. The U -shaped embeddings in the three examples of backgrounds from Fig. 1, in the plane (φ, ρ), for various choices of

ρ̂o. Left to right, we show the results for the Maldacena–Nuñez solution P = P̂ , for a walking background with P (ρ∗ ≃ 3) and
for a walking background with P (ρ∗ ≃ 6).

For any given choice of the control parameter the disconnected solution reaching the end of space exists. Its energy
does not depend on φ̄, since at the order we are working the two separate branches do not interact. We can interpret
the connected configuration as chiral symmetry breaking, while the disconnected one corresponds to a chiral symmetry
restored phase. Hence, for walking backgrounds there exists a third possible classical configuration, and we must ask

1 See the critical discussions in [62] in which the exchange of bulk supergravity modes between the disconnected objects is considered,
and the famous results in [63] where it is shown how in particular cases the resulting non-perturbative effects are captured by special
connected configurations of extended objects. These special configurations arise in a number of contexts, including for instance the
background often referred to as QCD3 [64], and here correspond to connecting the two disconnected configurations via a branch that is
localised at ρ = 0 and extends along the angle φ.
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FIG. 4. The energy E as a function of φ̄ for walking backgrounds with ρ∗ ≃ 3 (left panel) and ρ∗ ≃ 6 (right panel), compared
to the MN case. In the plots, the thin dashed lines represent the disconnected solutions and the solid thick line represents the
connected ones. The zoom shows a detail of the cusp, where the values of φ̄c and φ̄m are visible. A UV cutoff of ρ = 8 is used
when performing the E integral and it has been renormalised such that the disconnected embedding in the MN case has unit
energy.

which one is realised in practice by considering the total energy as displayed in Fig. 4. This is akin to the G(p) curve
in the thermodynamic analogy.

From the figure we see that there is another special value of φ̄, which we call φ̄c < φ̄m, at which the curve E(φ̄)
representing the disconnected configuration intersects the connected one. Let us explain what is happening as a
function of the control parameter. For 0 ≤ φ̄ < φ̄c, there exist three classical solutions. The minimal energy one is the
connected configuration that has a large value of ρ̂o > ρ∗. The other connected configuration, which has a ρ̂o < ρ∗ is
actually a maximum of the energy, which explains its tachyonic nature. The disconnected solution is not tachyonic,
yet it happens to have energy larger than the connected one.

For φ̄c < φ̄ < φ̄m, the three classical solutions still exist, but now the disconnected solution becomes the global
minimum. This is a first-order phase transition taking place at φ̄ = φ̄c: as long as we choose a small value of φ̄,
the system of probes prefers to realise the chiral symmetry breaking phase, while for large values of φ̄ the symmetry
is restored. For φ̄ > φ̄m only the disconnected configuration exists. Notice that E(φ̄), constructed by taking the
absolute minimum of the allowed classical configurations, is a continuous function, not differentiable at φ̄c, which is
the characterisation of a first-order phase transition. This is analogous for instance to the gas/liquid phase transition
in the Van der Waals gas as seen in G(p).
The conclusion is that for all backgrounds with P asymptotically linear there exist stable configurations of the

embedding we are studying, for any choice of φ̄. However, as a function φ̄, we find a first-order phase transition, the
value φ̄c at which it occurs depending on the scale ρ∗.

One can think of this phenomenon as the formation of a symmetry-breaking condensate, in the presence of an
explicit symmetry breaking deformation. In the Maldacena–Nuñez case, the condensate forms for any value of the
explicit symmetry-breaking term. In the walking backgrounds, the condensate forms only if the source of explicit
symmetry breaking is large enough, that is, if φ̄ < φ̄c.

Let us add a remark about the geometric properties of this system. It can be shown [40] that only when P is linear

does the manifold wrapped by the D7-branes (spanned by θ̃, φ̃ and ψ) correspond to a round sphere. Any deviation
from the linear behavior yields the squashing of the S3. What we are finding is that such deformation has a proclivity
for producing instabilities in the U-shapped embedding. Note also that the linear Maldacena–Nuñez background has
the largest value of the baryonic VEV M1, correlated with the breaking of Z2. It appears that restoration of this
symmetry — as in the walking backgrounds — also tends to destabilize the configuration.

We close this subsection by highlighting that walking backgrounds with linear P are those for which a light scalar
glueball has been identified in [38, 41]. As we have shown, this is also the case in which U-shaped embeddings exist
and are stable. It would be very interesting to repeat for these solutions the construction of a semi-realistic model of
technicolor along the lines of [49], and compute the S parameter as a function of φ̄.
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FIG. 5. The functions P (left panel), and M1 (right panel) for one example of backgrounds in which P is exponential for large

ρ (blue), compared with the P̂ solution (purple).

C. Solutions with exponential P .

We consider now backgrounds in which P is exponential at large ρ, focusing on a subclass of such solutions: those
for which the approximation P ≫ P̂ , Q holds for all ρ. These are the backgrounds originally considered in [49], for
which the D7 embedding is known to be classically unstable [52]. All other classes of solutions within the wrapped-D5
system, even after the rotation procedure has been applied, yield pathologies for this embedding of probe D7, as will
be shown elsewhere [65]. Here we want to explain the origin of the instability found in [52]. We will make use of the
numerical solution for P , without any approximation.

In Fig. 5 we show an example of a solution in this class. As can be seen, P is approximately constant for ρ < ρ∗,
and grows exponentially for ρ > ρ∗. Importantly, P ≫ P̂ , and as a consequence the baryonic VEV M1 is strongly
suppressed with respect to the P̂ case.

The function Z is in this case positive-definite, as can be seen in Fig. 6, which signals a classical instability.
Indeed, a tachyon has been found by looking at the fluctuations of the embedding [52]. Besides, the asymptotic
angular separation φ̄ is monotonically decreasing as the probes explore deeper into the bulk. In Fig. 7, we display the
shape of the embedding in the (ρ, φ)-plane. As in the case of the walking backgrounds with asymptotically linear P ,
configurations with ρ̂o < ρ∗ develop a non-trivial structure at the turning point, and the classical solutions degenerate
into two identical branches with fixed φ that sit one on top of the other. Again, we can use this observation to
construct a meaningful comparison between the energies of the disconnected and connected configurations.

The result is shown in Fig. 8. As can be seen, the disconnected solution always has lower energy than the connected
one. This is ultimately the reason why the instability found in [52] emerges: in backgrounds of this subclass, for
any choice of the control parameter φ̄ the disconnected configuration is always energetically favoured, and hence the
U-shaped embedding is never physically realised.

The conclusion is that this type of U-shaped embedding of probe D7 in the subclass of walking backgrounds for
which P ≫ Q holds for all ρ shows fatal pathologies: the function Z is positive (violating the concavity conditions,
and hence yielding a tachyonic mode), and furthermore the disconnected configuration is always energetically favoured
(precluding this construction to be interpreted as a model of chiral symmetry breaking).

We also add a remark about the symmetry properties of these models. Notice that the condition P ≫ Q implies
that everywhere in the geometry the Z2 that exchanges the two S2 in the internal geometry is at least an approximate
symmetry. Comparing this observation with what we found when P is linear (at least asymptotically), in which case
the background severely breaks this Z2 symmetry, we are tempted to conclude that this is behind the instabilities
we found. As long as the baryonic VEV M1 is non-trivial, the connected solution is predominant dynamically. But
if the background geometry recovers the symmetry, U-shaped embeddings become unstable in favour of disconnected
configurations. Hence, in this context chiral symmetry breaking cannot be modelled by the dynamics of embeddings
that probe regions of the geometry in which the symmetry between the two spheres is present, even approximately.
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FIG. 7. The U -shaped embeddings in the example of background from Fig. 5, in the plane (φ, ρ), for various choices of ρ̂o.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER DIRECTIONS.

In this paper we started by reviewing a large class of Type IIB supergravity solutions based on the conifold and
obtained by wrapping D5-branes around an internal two-cycle. These models can be used to describe the dual
of a confining four-dimensional field theory, in the sense that the standard prescription of gauge/gravity dualities
yields a linear static potential for a non-dynamical quank-antiquark pair. We focused our attention on variations of
these backgrounds that exhibit walking behaviour, meaning that the dual gauge coupling varies slowly over a finite
range of the radial direction, corresponding to a finite energy interval between two dynamically generated scales. We
reconsidered the proposal in [48] of modelling chiral symmetry breaking by probing such geometries with a specific
type of U-shaped embedding for D7-branes.
Since these embeddings do not preserve supersymmetry, it is pertinent to examine their stability. With this aim,

we introduced an efficient diagnostic tool, the function Z defined in Eq. (30). Under the assumptions of Section III,
a sufficient condition for perturbative stability is Z ≤ 0. Conversely, the embedding we considered on backgrounds
which yield positive Z (for some range of the radial coordinate ) presents instabilities. This requirement can be seen
as the result of a concavity condition, similar to the ones encountered for the thermodynamic potentials. Pursuing this
thermodynamic analogy, we also argued that the system will tend to realize the brane configuration that minimizes
the energy for a given asymptotic separation of the branes.
In this way, we unveiled the dynamical origin of the instability found in [52] for the special subclass of models

for which the embedding had been originally studied in [49] and have asymptotically exponential P . According to
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our analysis, the U-shaped configuration is not a minimum of the action and thus is disfavored with respect to the
disconnected, chiral-symmetry preserving solution.
Most importantly, we showed that no such pathologies arise if one considers the same type of embedding on a differ-

ent subclass of backgrounds (first discussed in [38, 39]) in which P is asymptotically linear, as in the Maldacena–Nuñez
solution. Furthermore, we have identified a first-order transition between chiral-symmetry breaking and preserving
phases as one increases the asymptotic separation of the branes. The spectrum of the gauge theory dual to this class
of solutions contains a parametrically light scalar state [38, 41], which makes them particularly appealing in the light
of the LHC program.
We also commented on the geometric properties of the setup. In particular, we noted that the U-shaped embedding

can be realised dynamically and is stable only provided it probes regions of the background in which the Z2 symmetry
exchanging the two S2 factors in the internal geometry is broken. A possible measure of the breaking of this discrete
symmetry is the baryonic VEV M1 defined in Eq.(15). This quantity reaches its maximum value in the Maldacena-
Nuñez solution, where the chiral-symmetry breaking phase is dominant over the entire space of parameters. The role
of M1 as catalyzer of the breaking, as well as the precise relation (if any) between the geometric Z2 and the field-
theoretic chiral symmetries are intriguing questions. In order to find an answer one would need to better understand
how fundamental matter, modelled by the D7-branes, couples to the adjoint background. Indeed, it should be possible
to write this coupling in terms of φ̄. This is beyond the scope of this paper.
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